Abstract -For wheel-based humanoid robot, the dynamic stability is also an important question just like for biped robot. This paper unites the new Recursive Newton-Euler method for dynamic modeling and the ZMP concept and then obtains the ZMP model of the robot. The merit of this model is that it is a function of the position, velocity and acceleration of joints in joint space and easier to realize realtime control due to less calculation. Calculation and simulation show that the waist motion takes the main effect on the dynamic stability of the robot. Using the compensation of motion of the waist, the robot can realize dynamic motion. This paper also presents the concepts of the valid stable region and stable degree for the wheel-based robot.
I. INTRODUCTION
Humanoid robots have been popularized in science fiction for decades and are expected as a rational form of machine to act in the real human environment and support people through interaction with them. According to the locomotion of the lower-limbs, humanoid robots can be classified into biped walking robot and wheel-based robot. Dynamic stable gait planning is one of the main research questions for biped robot. But dynamic stability is also an important question for wheelbased robot in order to realize fast motion.
Zero Moment Point (ZMP) is mostly used as standard evaluation of dynamic stability of humanoid robot and firstly introduced by M.Vukobratovic [1] . Thereafter, Takanishi [2] achieved the ZMP equation which is currently used. In the mobile manipulator field, Sugano and Huang [3] initially adopted the ZMP. However, they modeled the whole system as a point mass, the inertia effect of rigid body which is important in the dynamic system was neglected.
This paper studies the dynamic stability of a wheel-based humanoid robot [4] . This robot consists of an all-orientation wheel mobile vehicle with 3 DOF, two 7-DOF arms, one 2-DOF neck and one 2-DOF waist (total 21-DOF). The The outline of this paper is as follows. The dynamic model of the robot is built using Recursive Newton-Euler Algorithm in section II. It calculates ZMP and analyzes the effect of joints motion on ZMP in section III. In section III it also gives out some concepts about dynamic stability and presents a ZMP control algorithm based on waist motion compensation. In section IV it shows the simulation result about ZMP trajectory changing with the motion of each joint. It discusses future researches in Section V.
II. DYNAMIC MODEL The appearance of our humanoid robot is shown in Fig. 1 The humanoid robot has a tree structure. Its coordinate frames according to Denavit-Hartenberg method are shown in figure 2 . In this presentation, the system has thirteen links and fourteen coordinate frames. The inertial coordination (x0, yo, zo) is attached to the vehicle. The world coordination is (x, y, z) . The DH-parameters of the robot are shown in Table I .
Euler-Lagrange equation and Newton-Euler equation are two kinds of typical methods for analyzing the dynamics of robot. Due to its lesser calculation and higher calculative speed, we choose an efficient Recursive Newton-Euler Algorithm (RNEA) as the modeling method. This method was first developed by Luh et al [5] in 1980 and it is the most cited. The RNEA refers most quantities to link coordinates. It consists of a group of forward and backward recursive equations. Mpxg=O (2) where N is the number of links; mi is the mass of link i; Ii Z[rxmQi(r +g)+T7 -]pzmpXmjQ +g) =MP (4) And then, combining (4) with the backward iterative equations in the Newton-Euler formulation, we can easily compute the ZMP Newton-Euler formulation using (5), It is the by-product of the backward iterations and there is no need to obtain (3) additionally. (6) is a nonlinear coupling function of the position, velocity and acceleration of each joint in its own joint coordination, and the complexity of the ZMP calculation will be greatly reduced. It is also convenience to analyze the effect of the joint motion to ZMP and easy to design control algorithm of ZMP in joint variable space.
Using (6), this paper calculates ZMP while each joint perform a given trajectory respectively and then obtains the change of ZMP with each joint motion. Calculation shows the results as follows. a) the revolving motion of the robot has no effect on ZMP; b) the motion ofjoint 6 and 11 has less effect on ZMP, and can be neglected; c) the motion of joint 1 (the longitudinal locomotion of vehicle) and joint 4(the pitch motion of the waist) have more effect on x mp;the motion of joint 2 (the lateral locomotion of vehicle) and joint 5(the roll motion of the waist) have more effect on y mp;
d) The motion of the inverse symmetry of corresponding joints of the arms will counteract the effect on ZMP by joint effect;
e) The online compensation and control of ZMP can be realized by the motion of waist.
C. Simplified ZMPformulation
According to the analysis, for wheel-based humanoid robot, the locomotion of vehicle and the pitch and roll of waist have more effect on ZMP. So the ZMP formulation relative to the vehicle coordination can be simplified to (7) and (8) considering the coupling of the motion of the vehicle and the waist. But (7) and (8) Using (7) and (8) , ZMP can be calculated in realtime under the given trajectory of vehicle and waist. In contrary, under the given trajectory of ZMP, the motion of vehicle and waist can be also be solved using a certain optimal strategy and differential numerical solution. D. The stable region and stable degree
As the criterion to identify the robot stability, when ZMP is within the support polygon, the robot is stable. The support polygon is named as the stable region. In our robot, the stable region is an equilateral triangle composed by the three orthogonal wheel assemblies. Fig2 is the sketch map of the bottom of the wheel base. The three orthogonal wheel assemblies are distributed equably.
Apparently, when the ZMP of the robot is at the center of the vehicle, the robot is most stable. So the center of the vehicle is defined as the most stable point.
According to the structure of the robot, the distance between the center of the vehicle and each wheel assemblies is 0.275m. The radium of the inscribed circle of the triangle composed by the three orthogonal wheel assemblies ro is 0.14m. Here, for simplicity, the valid stale region is defined as a circle inscribed in the triangle of the stable region and described as follows.
QAxZm + Yzmp-ro (9) where, Q is the valid stable region(shown in Here uses the simply ZMP control algorithm by regulating the motion of waist joints to realize the dynamic stability. This algorithm is presented based on the ZMP calculation and analysis in front. Fig 3 is the flow chart of the control algorithm. In the case of ZMP of the robot being out of the stable region, the robot is unstable; In the case of ZMP being between the stable region and the valid region, the robot is stable if no disturbances or without considering the influence of disturbances in a task environment, but may be unstable in a certain task environment; In the case of ZMP being within the valid region, the robot is still stable even if it is influenced by the toleration disturbance.
The stable degree is defined as the quantitative measure of a stable extent for a robot according to the relationship and the valid stable region. Because the inertial coordination is attached to the vehicle in this paper, ZMP calculated using (6) Using the dynamic model built in section II, the robot system is a coupling nonlinear system. The joint trajectory tracing controller is designed using inverse dynamics control. The structure of the controller is shown in Fig.4 . Combining (7), (8) and (9), we can obtain the angular position limit of the waist while no joints motion. 85°<q4. 112°50°<q5. 140°I t shows that ZMP of the robot will be at the edge of the valid stable region when all the joints are static and the waist pitch at 22°or yaw at 40°from the initial posture. B. ZMP simulation without compensation
In the following, simulate the ZMP trajectory while the vehicle and waist trace the given trajectory without waist motion compensation. Fig.5 (a) is a given velocity and position curves ofjoint 1, while the joint 4 is expected to be static at initial posture or pitches at 2 2 ' from the initial posture, and the other joints are static at initial posture. Fig.5 (b) is the corresponding curves of ZMP. C. ZMP simulation with compensation Using the control method of waist motion compensation shown in Fig.3 , the robot can realize dynamic stable motion. For example, an unstable motion shown in Fig.6 is compensated by waist motion. The corrected motion of joint4 and ZMP trajectory are shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b 
